2022 edition

ARCHITECTURE FOR LANDSCAPE

The natural environment as the stage for design

YAC REFUSES WAR

“Architecture is only a pretext: what matters
is life and the humankind”
Oscar Niemeyer
There can be no division between the ethical and the professional
dimensions: YACademy has always been attentive to the needs of
its students, welcoming their personal experiences and supporting them in particular critical contexts. In light of the tragic events
which have affected Ukraine, it is necessary to show closeness,
in a constructive and efficient way, to all the people who suffer
because of war. For this reason, for the entire duration of the academic year 2022/2023, YACademy courses will be free of charge
for designers of Ukranian citizenship - wherever they are - as long
as they have completed their application process correctly and
have been included in the ranking.

In the cover: Arctic Hotel, project by Alessandro Perri and Andrea Granieri
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Arctic Hotel, project by Nicolas Braillon, Phan Khoadang, Thomas Dupond

YACADEMY

4
WWF Observation Cabins, project by Dana Foudeh, Rajab Elshahubi

YACADEMY | ABOUT

The greatest innovation in
postgraduate education
YAC is an association which promotes architectural competitions
aimed at fostering culture and design research. Over the years, YAC
has broadened its experience of work and collaboration with the
main architectural firms of contemporary architecture, dealing with
diverse and numerous topics of architectural design. Nowadays,
YAC’s expertise can serve young designers better, providing them
with the creation of high-level educational programs aimed at reinforcing the skills of the students and offering them a valuable connection to the labour market. Thanks to the close relationship with
internationally renowned professional and academic actors, YAC is
the perfect frame within which complete or specialize one’s skills,
and create a significative link with the most internationally-renowned architectural firms.
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YACADEMY | WHERE

Via Borgonuovo, 5
Bologna, Italy
In the heart of Bologna’s historical city center, close to the Two
Towers and next to Piazza Santo Stefano, YACademy is located in
a prestigious medieval building which has been renovated to welcome an educational center of excellence which can also count on
a library of more than 3.000 books donated by Sapienza University.
YACademy is the perfect place where to continue or enrich your education, in a prestigious context immersed in the commercial and
historical centre of an always-on the-go and lively city located at a
short distance from Rome, Florence, Venice and Milan. From Bologna Central Station, it takes just a brief bus ride or a short pleasant
walk under the marvellous porticos to get to YACademy’s headquarters: here, among history, innovation and internationality, the
young designers will be able to meet some of the most celebrated
personalities of contemporary architecture and build up a network
of excellence while laying the foundations of their future careers.
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YACADEMY | MAIN PARTNERS

FITT is a leading company in the manufacture of complete thermoplastic fluid transfer
systems. They are designed for both industrial and construction purposes, infrastructural and civil engineering applications
but also domestic applications including
gardening and hobbies.
For 50 years, it has been manufacturing and
selling pipes and conduits featuring the most
advanced technological and design solutions
to provide costumers and end users with
reliability, safety and performance.

fitt.com

Manni Group, historical company founded
in Verona in 1945, operates in the sector of
steel processing, insulating metal panels,
renewable energy e of energy efficiency. It
offers systems innovative products, solutions
and skills for the world of dry construction,
promoting new scenarios to overcome energy waste and polluting emissions of the existing building stock. Through new buildings
or retrofit interventions, it helps Real Estate
and Design Studies to achieve a high value of
the project thanks to the principles of sustainability and knowledge of building. Over 75
years of activity, made of commitment and
of a look towards the future: with great dedication it has dealt with the changes of the
market, wisely adapting to new realities in the
internationalization phase of business and
embracing the Circular Economy philosophy.

mannigroup.com

Terreal Italia is a company specialized in the
production of terracotta building envelope
systems, which has been able to transfer
to an industrial level an ability historically
born on an artisanal level. The firm is part
of the multinational Terreal, world leader in
the brick sector with premises all over the
world. From January 2018 we acquired the
Pica brand, an important historical company
in the clay building sector, together with the
already well-known brand SanMarco.
Terreal Italia’s operations are based on the
key principles of tradition, innovation, research, quality, safety and sustainability. Terreal
Italia’s terracotta products - from mediterranean roof tiles to flat roof tiles, soft mud
bricks to wire cut bricks, terracotta flooring
to architectural elements, slabs to ventilated
facades - are characterised by extremely
high performance standards and rigorous
quality control, and are available in a wide
range of shapes, colors and finishes.

Urban Up is the real estate project of Unipol
Group aimed at enhancing some of the most
important architectures in Italy which are
owned by the Group through works of modernization and renovation that combine an
innovative drive with the respect for tradition.
The Urban Up project, which started from the
city of Milan with the redevelopment of some
key-buildings of the city, history-wise and position-wise, continues in various Italian cities
with interventions that both promote their
own trophy assets but also regenerate urban
suburbs, by declining the value of sustainability in the real estate field through the adoption
of design solutions inspired by environmental
safeguard.

Founded in Moglia (Mantova) in 1946,
Cesare Roversi arredamenti firm is specialized in home, hotel and office interior
design and furniture. It covers 5000 sq
m of an area of 11.300 sq m it owns. A
strong point in Cesare Roversi firm is its
production flexibility: actually, on the one
hand it can carry out various projects,
creating custom-made furniture. On the
other hand, the firm can supply of serial
products on a grand scale, ensuring high
quality design, care, transport and assemblage.
roversi.it

urbanupunipol.com

terreal.it
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Reasons why
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Calamity Atelier, project by: Jiahong Lin, Zhiqiang Ma, Yunhao Bai

Reasons why | LECTURES

01. Learn from the great masters
YACademy offers training courses in which young people can learn
from the experience and testimony of some of the most illustrious
names of design. An extensive offer of special lectures, together
with numerous moments for informal discussion, will give the students the opportunity to both enrich themselves with design references and suggestions, and to get to know and chat personally
with the great masters of contemporary architecture.

1. Eduardo Souto de Moura
2. Kazuyo Sejima - SANAA
3.Toyo Ito - Toyo Ito & Associates
4. Pippo Ciorra, Carlo Ratti
5. Michele De Lucchi
6. Kengo Kuma - KKAA
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Reasons why | PLACEMENT

Oslo

Rintala Eggertsson
Architects
Jensen & Skodvin

*internships/collaborations map as of 2021

Toronto
Partisans

Dublin

Amsterdam

Mccullough
Mulvin
Architects

London

UNStudio

Tokyo

Kengo Kuma and Associates
SANAA
Emmanuelle Moureaux
Architecture + Design

Rotterdam

OMA

all Design

02. Work with great firms

Paris

Jean Nouvel Design

At the end of the program, participants are guaranteed a proposal of
collaboration or internship to carrying out specific communication
projects within one of the professional firms of YAC’s network, either
important companies or established architectural firms. This stage
of the program is a fundamental distinctive feature of the service
offered by YACademy, aimed at guaranteeing students an effective
career orientation service.

Milano

Barcelona

EMBT Miralles
Tagliabue

Lisbon
Bogotà

El Equipo Mazzanti

Aires Mateus
Carrilho da Graça
Arquitectos

Basel

Innsbruck

Herzog & De Meuron
HHF Architects

Snøhetta

Edoardo Tresoldi
Stefano Boeri Architetti
David Chipperfield Architects Milan
Studio Urquiola
AMDL CIRCLE
SBGA Blengini Ghirardelli

Turin

Genua

Carlo Ratti Associati

Bologna

Atelier Alfonso Femia

MCA

Rome

Madrid

Alvisi Kirimoto
Ateliers Jean Nouvel

Nieto Sobejano
Arquitectos

Syracuse

Vincenzo Latina Architetti

Pune

Anupama Kundoo

Santiago de Chile

Duque Motta & AA

Beijing

Vector Architects
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Reasons why | VISITS

03. Enjoy a full and exciting experience
Design feeds on perceptions: suggestions and references that only
direct experience can offer. For this reason, YACademy courses are
also composed of a series of visits and trips aimed at enriching the
cultural baggage of the students so they can improve their design
approach. Surveys, building-site visits and company visits complete
the offer of a program that is based on experience by leading students to get in touch with some of the most excellent firms on the
Italian and international scenario.

Site visits in Bologna, Arte Sella, Bolognola and Antinori winery.
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Reasons why | WORKSHOP

04. Design for prestigious clients
After the lectures, students will develop a real project under the supervision of a renowned architectural firm. Through the workshop,
the students will therefore not only have the opportunity to learn the
processes and methodologies used by their tutor, but also to enrich
their curriculum with new design experience for some of the most
prestigious clients in the world.

1. Design for SilkFaw, Fuorisalone 2021 installation
2. Plan and cross section of Bruzzano Urban Market
3, 4. Students working at YACADEMY
5. Design of Bredy’s Bivouac
6. Design of Arte Sella installation
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Reasons why | CONSTRUCTION

05. Build your project
Over the past years, numerous projects of YACademy’s students
have been realized. For this reason, starting from 2022, systematically, the students will have the possibility to take part in a further
educational step: the production of what they have designed during
the workshop phase. Construction is an important step of architecture, therefore, YACademy offers to its students the opportunity to
take part in the production process of their ideas. The students will
gain practical and on site experiences and, in addition, the ownership of projects built for excellent clients, destinated to the media
attention and able to define a game-changer in their professional
career.

1. Bredy’s Bivouac
2,3. BUM - Bruzzano Urban Market
4,5. The Journey, Arte Sella
6. SilkFaw at Fuorisalone 2021
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Reasons why | CONSTRUCTION
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The course
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Hyperloop Desert Campus, project by Pietro Colonna

The course | ATTENDANCE MODE
In order to guarantee an experience that can match with each student’s
necessity, from 2022 YACademy courses can be attended according to 3
different modes that can be chosen by the student. Each of these modes
will allow the students to experience YACademy’s program in different
ways according to the level of detail desired by each individual student.
The possible attendance modes are:

Online

it is the perfect mode for the students who have troubles travelling from
their countries. The online attendance mode has been refined in the face
of the pandemic emergency and today it allows the students to attend
and to benefit from YACademy courses as a whole, which means:
• following the class in live streaming or in deferred streaming, through
YACademy’s e-learning platform;
• interacting with the class group and professors from remote in live
streaming, or through the mediation of YACademy Staff in deferred
streaming;
• taking part in the workshop of the course from remote;
• accessing the simultaneous interpretation service (from Italian into
English) from remote;
• to access to the Placement Service without any limitation (except for
the necessary requirements mentioned in the course rules).

Standard

it is the classic attendance mode of the course, attended in presence,
for 3 days a week at YACademy’s headquarters in Bologna. The physical
attendance will allow to:
• access to all the benefits of the online course;
• interact with professors and lectures directly, also through social
events after the class;
• to use YACademy’s premises to work on their workshop projects having the opportunity to meet the other students and professors;
• to participate in visits and inspections linked to the educational program;
• to participate in workshops and exercises, in the event these are part
of the course program, in order to complete the educational experience.

Advanced

is the modality of attendance which adds to the standard course an additional phase oriented to the engineering and construction of what has
been developed during the workshop. Attending the course in “advanced”
mode allows students to:
• access to all the benefit of the standard course;
• assistance by partner companies and designers for the workshop project engineering;
• the realization, partial or total, of the workshop project (according to its
complexity)
• the realization of a case history video and a press coverage of the project.

Lessons and
lectures

Online

✅

Standard

✅

Advanced

✅

Site visits and
course workshops

Workshop

Construction

Placement

✅

✅*

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

*the collaboration offer will be guaranteed to students who pass the final exam
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The course | OVERVIEW
Brief

Scolarships

From Stonehenge to Greek temples, architecture is the signature
of humankind on landscape, the artificial element that has always
been connected to the natural environment. Architecture and landscape are linked by a fundamental continuity that is now starting to
fade, damaging the quality of the space we dwell.

Course period

More than ever today, landscape is a precious heritage that architecture can and must enhance, while protecting it to pass it on to
future generations: architects shall not give up on working on landscape, instead they should be able to design architectures that respond to each landscape’s specific feature and generates wonderful and unique spaces.
The “Architecture for Landscape” course was created on these
premises: it aims at training designers who are able to meet the
diverse needs of transforming territories, enforcing an attentive and
productive dialogue with the surrounding landscape to respond to
the needs of prestigious clients in outstanding contexts. Through a
thorough analysis of the natural world, light and geomorphological
features of terrains, the designers will become more and more able
to reconnect human design to the natural environment and be inspired by landscape to design outstanding, sustainable and impressive architectures.
The course will be made up of 86 hours of lessons, a 32-hour workshop and multiple lectures by well-renowned professional architects. At the end of the course, YACademy Placement office will
guarantee each student a proposal for an internship / collaboration
within the partner studios.

5, full-coverage of the enrollment fee

September 2022 - December 2022

Attendance to lessons

3 days per week (physically or virtually)

Maximum number of students
25 in presence + 10 online

Language
Italian

Elements of innovation
• It is the first course that gathers a ten-year experience in restoration and enhancement of historical architectures and offers it as
an educational program;
• within a two-month course, the students are offered a prestigious range of future job opportunities;
• the course envisages and aligns different educational tools (lessons, workshops, internships, company visits);
• the course offers new highly-specialistic competences like botanics, lighting design and landscape design;
• the workshop deals with a real design case and offers a great
opportunity to analyze and realize the outcome design;
• it is the first course that guarantees the students the opportunity
to develup a project during all its stages, from the concept to the
actual construction.

Objectives
The “Architecture for Landscape” course aims at training professional designers who are able to intervene on astonishing and monumental natural contexts. Thanks to the workshop activities, the
designers will be able to interpret the characteristics of the natural
environment to transform it into a fine setting for elegant, sustainable and integrated architecture. The course aims at providing the
students with skills that are immediately usable and at granting a
focus on the choice of materials, technologies, elements of sustainability and care of different botanical items. Moreover, through
their internships in well-renowned professional firms, the students
will gain an efficient link to the labor market.

Professional qualifications
The students will gain and improve their skills regarding architectural design in prestigious landscape contexts, materials, design technologies and strategies for protection and enhancement of the
natural features of landscape.

Admission
The admission to the course is based on the evaluation of:
• curriculum vitae, also in European format
• motivational letter (max. 200 words)
• portfolio
In order to ensure the best quality of teaching and the most effective absorption of the students in the labor market, the course will
have a limited number of students (max. 35); it will be delivered
in Italian and addressed to students and graduates who have obtained a master’s degree in Architectural Sciences or other equivalent titles. The commission, in line with the preliminary assessment,
together with the outcome of a possible interview, may admit students with different qualifications.
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The course | STRUCTURE
Lessons
86 hours

THEORIES AND HISTORY OF LANDSCAPE | 6 HOURS
Historical and artistic itinerary on the evolution of landscape
concept
Manuel Orazi | Accademia di Architettura di Mendrisio
ART AND NATURE | 8 HOURS
Contemporaneity compares with places
Emanuele Montibeller | Arte Sella
BOTANICS FOR DESIGN | 8 HOURS
Drawing design inspiration from plants
Antonio Perazzi | Studio Antonio Perazzi
THE GARDEN SITE | 6 HOURS
Management and realization of green areas
Federico Ratta | Frassinago - Gardens and Landscapes
EXTREME ARCHITECTURE | 6 HOURS
The mountains’ teaching, remote places and impossible building
sites
Roberto Dini | Politecnico di Torino
BUILDING WITH TIMBER | 6 HOURS
Techniques and possibilities in building with timber
Mauro Frate | Mauro Frate Architetti
THE LANDSCAPE PROJECT | 8 HOURS
Building the places
Andrea Bulloni | LAND
SUSTAINABLE DESIGNING | 6 HOURS
Principles of sustainability and bio-architecture
Edoardo Milesi | Edoardo Milesi & Archos

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN | 6 HOURS
Circular economy, ethic, sustainability at the design scale
Pierluigi Masini | Quotidiano Nazionale
CLIMATE POSITIVE LANDSCAPE | 8 HOURS
Protocols and methodologies for sustainable design
Lucio Brotto | ETIFOR
COEXISTENCE OF SPECIES | 4 HOURS
Comprehension and protection of biodiversity
Marco Galaverni | WWF
PROTECTING LANDSCAPE | 4 HOURS
Thinking with trees
Giustino Mezzalira | Veneto Agricoltura
TECHNOLOGIES AND MATERIALS FOR LANDSCAPE | 10 HOURS
Products solutions and materials to enhance landscape
Partner companies

Lectures

SANCTUARIES WITHIN LANDSCAPE: RUTA DEL PEREGRINO
Simon Frommenwiler | HHF Architects
NYC IN GREEN: THE HIGH LINE
Matthew Johnson | Diller Scofidio + Renfro
A NEW GREEN ISLAND IN NY: LITTLE ISLAND
Neil Hubbard | Heatherwick Studio
ARCHITECTURE MAKES ITS WAY: CAMP ADVENTURE FOREST
TOWER
Mikkel Bøgh | EFFEKT

Workshop
32 hours

DESIGN OF OBSERVARY CENTERS AMONG THE CANYONS
AND THE CAVES OF WWF PROTECTED AREA OF GROTTE DEL
BUSSENTO
Francesca Singer | SANAA

SHAPED BY THE SURROUNDINGS: THE WHALE
Lars Johan Almgren | Dorte Mandrup
ARCHITECTURE AND LANDSCAPE: THE FOZ TUA DAM
Eduardo Souto De Moura
WATER AND ARCHITECTURE: GRACE FARM
Kazuyo Sejima | SANAA
UNDERWATER LANDSCAPE: UNDER
Peter Zöch | Snøhetta

includes visit
includes workshop
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The course | STRUCTURE
Placement
At the end of the course, YACademy’s Placement office will guarantee every student an internship or collaboration proposal in one of
our partner studios relevant to the course topic, among which:

Snøhetta - Diller Scofidio + Renfro - EFFEKT - HHF - SANAA - AMDL CIRCLE MCArchitects

Construction and press
coverage
For students attending the course in “advanced” mode, the end of
the workshop will be followed by a phase of interaction with YACademy’s partner companies oriented to the engineering, construction
and the subsequent press coverage of the projects previously designed during the workshop.
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The course | CALENDAR
Applications opening

Lessons start*

Applications deadline

Lessons end

Publication of the provisional ranking

Workshop start**

Enrollment fee payment deadline

Workshop end

Publication of the official ranking

Construction and press coverage start***

9th May 2022
15th July 2022
25th July 2022

29rd July 2022

6th August 2022

19th September 2022
25th November 2022
24th October 2022
25th November 2022
28th November 2022
Construction and press coverage end

23rd December 2022

* 3 days a week;
** 1 day a week (with the workshop tutor); further work time with other students, at YACademy’s premises or elsewhere, is up to the students’ discretion;
*** 1 day a week (with producers, companies and/or the workshop tutor);
further work time with other students, at YACademy’s premises or elsewhere, is up to the students’ discretion. The inauguration and press coverage of
the product may be postponed after this date based on the complexity of the
project that will be prototyped. However, the project’s detailing and engineering
process will be completed by the set date.
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Program
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Arctic Hotel, project by Mattia Bergamo, Nicolò Martin

Program | LESSONS
6 hours

8 hours

6 hours

Historical and artistic itinerary on the
evolution of landscape concept

Contemporaneity compares with places

Drawing design inspiration from plants

Theories and
history of landscape
Manuel Orazi
ACCADEMIA DI
ARCHITETTURA DI
MENDRISIO
In 2007 he obtained a
PhD in History of Architecture and Cities in Venice. Since 2002, he has
been working as a writer
for Quodlibet (a publishing
company in the province of
Macerata), where he works
particularly on the publication and diffusion of architectural titles. He taught
History of Architecture and
Theories of Architectural
Research at University of
Camerino, of Bologna and
Ferrara. From 2021 he,
together with Marco Vanucci, coordinates the Visiting
Summer School “Adriatica”
the Architectural Association of London. He regularly
works for the magazines
such as “Domus”, “Log”, “Il
Foglio”. Among his most
recent publications, “Carlo
Aymonino. Fedeltà al tradimento” (Electa 2021), a catalogue of the homonymous
exhibition held at Triennale
di Milano.

The course aims at offering students a series of technical and cultural references
useful for the development of their creativity. Through the analysis of realized projects,
students will get an overview of the main
and most famous architectures that have
defined a virtuous and fascinating relationship with the environment in which they
were inserted. The course will be completed
by special lecturers testimonies and a more
extensive reflection on the meanings of
landscape, intended both as a natural reference (with real and distinguishable physical
elements) and as a cultural horizon (interpreted by architects, intellectuals and creatives).

Art and nature

Emanuele
Montibeller
ARTE SELLA
He was born in 1959. In
1986, Emanuele Montibeller
founded Arte Sella. This is a
project aimed at creating a
place of encounter, dialogue
between artists and ideas
sharing. Such project highlights the importance of the
Valsugana valley in the international dialogue between
creativity and natural world.
He is artistic director and
curator of cultural projects
for the association Arte Sella both in Italy and abroad.
He helped creating the route
ArteNatura, which is a forest
itinerary studded by works
of art made by masters of
the Art in nature. Some of
them are Nils-Udo, Chris
Drury, Patrick Dougherty,
Michelangelo Pistoletto.

The course will retrace the events and
methodologies tested in Arte Sella, one of
the most well-known and most prestigious
art parks in the world. Through the story of
the installations housed in the park, and the
in-depth study of the artists who worked
there, the students will acquire a methodology of approach to the natural element both
as a source of inspiration and as a scenario
that is able of stimulating, influencing and
finally welcoming the architectural intervention. The module will highlight the elements
of continuity between landscape and human
intervention, and will allow designers to acquire sensitivity in the interaction between
what is natural and what is artificial. The
experience will be completed by a moment
of creative workshop oriented to reading the
landscape for the setting of an artistic installation concept at the park. If the weather
conditions allow it, the students will have
the opportunity to visit to Arte Sella.
includes visit
includes workshop

Botanics for
design
Antonio Perazzi
STUDIO ANTONIO
PERAZZI
Antonio Perazzi studies
at the Polytechnic of Milan
and at London Kew Royal
Botanic Gardens. In 1998,
he opens his own studio
and carries out projects
and advisory activities for
some of the most important
architectural studios and
societies of Engineering. He
has carried out both private
and public projects in Italy
and abroad, and has worked in France, Russia, India,
Austria, Canada, Usa, China,
Kuwait and Morocco. He
was professor at the Polytechnic of Milan and has held
lectures and workshops in
many Italian and foreign
universities. He works with
national and international
newspapers, he published
“Contro il Giardino” with Pia
Pera for Ponte alle Grazie
and “Foraverde” for Maestri
di Giardino, with a preface
by Gilles Clément; in 2019
his book “Il paradiso è un
giardino selvatico” and “I
giardini invisibili” in 2022.
For ten years now, he has
published the monthly column “Bustine di Paesaggio”
on Gardenia. He chairs the
Landscape Biennale Radice
Pura in Sicily.

On very different scales, the landscape topic has gained a key role in architectural
and urban design and has become an inspiration, a tool, a decoration. Knowing the
plants in their ecological features allows
the designers to complete their project in
its smaller details. The project is complete
when it is able to relate to the territory, with
a biological continuity or contrast. For landscape designers, botanics are a tool and an
inspiration: an approach to connect different
environments for them to dialogue both with
the artificial and natural world. During the
course, decoration, useful and adaptable
plants will be analyzed in connection to materials and surfaces.
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Program | LESSONS
6 hours

6 hours

6 hours

Management and realization of green areas

The mountains’ teaching, remote places
and impossible building sites

Techniques and possibilities in building with timber

The garden site

Federico Ratta
FRASSINAGO GARDENS AND
LANDSCAPES
FRASSINAGO — GARDENS AND LANDSCAPES
Federico Ratta, landscape
architect, studied agricultural at the university of Turin
and Genoa. He is responsible of the design for Frassiango, a studio in Bologna, the first in Italy which
applied the combination
Design & Build in the field
of garden and landscape
design. As a landscape architect partner of the studio,
Ratta coordinates different
projects related to private
parks and gardens in Italy,
Switzerland, France and the
Arabic Gulf. He also writes
articles for different magazines of the sector such as
The PLAN, Elle Décor and
Gardenia.

The course is designed as an evolutionary
interpretation of a medium-high level site
for a landscape project concerning a private
property. Through the presentation of some
case studies, the course aims at providing
the cultural, critical and methodological tools for managing and organizing all the interventions that turn the project phase in a
real building site. From the planning process
to the daily management of all the actors
involved in the realization of a garden, the
course will describe the process of project
realization up until the phase of the blossoming and further planning of the garden.

Extreme
Architecture
Roberto Dini
POLITECNICO DI
TORINO
He is an architect, a
researcher and a teacher
of Architectural and Urban
Composition at Polytechnic
of Turin. His work at the
Mountain Architecture Institute focuses on architecture
and alpine landscape in the
modern and contemporary
age. He is the editor of «ArchAlp» and the author of articles and essays published
in books and Italian and
international magazines.
Among his books: “Rifugi
e bivacchi. Gli imperdibili
delle Alpi” (2018, con Luca
Gibello e Stefano Girodo),
“Architetture del secondo
Novecento in Valle d’Aosta”
(2018), “Rifugiarsi tra le vette. Capanne e bivacchi della
Valle d’Aosta dai pionieri
dell’alpinismo a oggi” (2016,
con Luca Gibello e Stefano
Girodo), “Alpi Architettura.
Patrimonio, progetto, sviluppo locale” (2016), “Architettura alpina contemporanea”
(2012). Since 2012, he has
been a founding partner and
vice-president of the association Cantieri d’Alta Quota. He loves alpinism and
skialpinism, he enjoys being
in the mountains in every
season of the year.

In the contemporary world, an important
change of perspective makes the mountains
an extraordinary field of exploration from a
scientific, mountaineering and cultural point
of view, increasing the human attendance
of remote places at high altitudes and making it necessary to create shelters such as
refuges and bivouacs. These structures are
the result of an extraordinary “design engagement”, an interesting test bench for issues such as the rationalization of the living
space, the use of new materials and construction techniques, energy efficiency, the
sustainability of the interventions and the
relationship with the landscape. The installation of an architecture at high altitudes necessarily implies the resolution of complex
construction and logistical problems, imposed by the total immersion in a glacial and
mineral world, climatically and morphologically extreme, materializing the most vivid
manifestation of the concept of “limit”. It is
precisely the need to respond to the severe
boundary conditions and at the same time
to make the best use of the scarce resources offered by the place, that triggers the
possibility of tacking constraints and critical
issues in as many opportunities and design
ideas, formulating knowledge, technologies,
innovative construction solutions and virtuous cultural models, transferable even to ordinary contexts.

Building with
timber
Mauro Frate
MAURO FRATE
ARCHITETTI
Mauro Frate graduated
with top marks in Architecture at IUAV in 1989,
where he later taught and
researched sustainable
architectures and urban
projects. He participated
in numerous university
research activities and his
works have been presented
in international exhibitions
like the Biennale of Venice. He has designed and
realized public, industrial
and commercial buildings,
public spaces, redesigned
agricultural, industrial and
historical areas. In 1996, he
founded Studio Architer; in
2009, he founds MFa_Mauro Frate architetto. His design, didactic and research
activities are all reported in
specialized publications and
in Italian and international
specialized magazines.

Among the main building materials, timber
is used both as a cover and a structure of
those architectures that are deeply connected to landscape. Following the specific
features of the workshop topic, the course
offers the students an advanced technical
knowledge of the performative and structural features of different materials, of the
main processing techniques, use and design
of timber buildings. Thanks to this course,
the students will learn how to design architectures which can integrate the maximum
wellness for people with the issues of energy saving and respect of the environment,
which timber design allows to achieve and
optimize.
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8 hours

6 hours

6 hours

Building the places

Principles of sustainability and bioarchitecture

Circular economy, ethic, sustainability at
the design scale

Designing in prestigious landscape contexEdoardo Milesi
EDOARDO MILESI & ts obviously requires a particular attention
to the sustainability and biocompatibility
ARCHOS
issues. Therefore, the course will treat the
He studies at IUAV and
main techniques and strategies to design
graduates at Polytechnic
low-impact environmental and energetic
of Milan with Franca Helg
in 1979. He is an expert in
architectures (from how to choose non-polenvironmental-landscape
protection and has obtained luting materials to sustainable design).
Through an analysis of the main technical
numerous specializations,
among which Religious
solutions on the market, the students will
Architecture and The Art of
Gardens. In 1989, he founds also reflect on the use of the natural features of landscape or architectural artifacts to
Archos studio which works on different scales and
obtain low-energetic-impact architectures
settings but is characterized
that are at the cutting edge performance-wiby a coherent method and
by a continuous research on se.

Pierluigi Masini
QUOTIDIANO
NAZIONALE

The landscape
project
Andrea Bulloni
LAND
Andrea Bulloni graduated
with honors in Architecture
at the Politecnico di Milano,
his thesis work was nominated for the RIBA President’s
Medals Prize, for the 10th
Barcelona Biennale and
exhibited by the AIA American Institute of Architects in
the exhibition “Close to the
Edge, the Birth of Hip-Hop
Architecture “. After having
collaborated with several
international architectural and landscape design
studios between Milan and
Amsterdam, since January
2021 he is the youngest
director of LAND Italia;
here he deals with some of
the most important urban
transformation projects
including MIND, the Ex Falck
Areas in Sesto San Giovanni
and Porta Nuova. Parallel to
his activity in LAND, Andrea
enriches his transversal
design approach through
SPACE TRAVELERS, creative think-tank of which he is
co-founder and with which
he won EUROPAN 15, reached important positions in
international competitions
and presented a Capsule
collection of jackets at MFW
21.

The expectations, weaknesses and potentials of the society materialize in the
landscape that was generated by it. Today,
pandemic has highlighted man’s constant
and growing desire to interact in social life
and to have a more accessible relation with
nature, as a fundamental prerogative to improve the quality of life. The landscape designer’s role is to mediate between the built
environment and cultivated nature, with an
eye on sustainability which considers its holistic components: environment, society and
economy. This course aims to provide an
overview of the dynamics of landscape transformation, from the post-industrial phase
to the current historical moment of environmental transition, by analysing international
trends and policies (such as Green Deal, the
New European Bauhaus, and the Nature-based solutions strategy), but also landscape
development best practices drawn from the
LAND’s (Italy, Germany, Switzerland) experience.

Sustainable
designing

environmental, social and
building elements of Architecture. Besides his work
activity, he participates actively in the cultural debate on
contemporary architecture
and is interested in the dissemination of knowledge. In
2008, he founds and starts
directing the magazine “ARTAPP”. In 2012, he founds
the Cultural Association
Scuola Permanente dell’Abitare. In 2021 he founded the
cultural association Scuola
Permanente dell’Abitare with
his headquarters in Montalcino (SI), Monte Antico (GR)
e San Servolo (VE).

Sustainable design

A professional journalist
since 1991, he graduated
with honours in Literature
and History of Art at the Sapienza University of Rome.
He attended also two master’s degrees in marketing
and communication and
digital marketing. He works
for Quotidiano Nazionale (il
Giorno, Resto del Carlino,
La Nazione), after being
deputy director of Il Resto
del Carlino. He collaborated with the website of La
voce di New York. He was
a visiting professor at the
University of Urbino; he is
also a member of the Management Committee of Marketing, Communication and
New Media course of Alma
Graduate School in Bologna,
a member of the scientific
committee of The Design
Prize in Milan. He is part of
the scientific committee of
VID, Venice Innovation Design, an event which is hold in
the island of San Servolo, in
Venice. He teaches design
history at Raffles Milano,
Phenomenology of contemporary arts and history of
modern art t Laba. He wrote
a book about Gabriella
Crespi, artist, and designer
(Odova, 2018).

Sustainability is a prerequisite for those who
design, and a goal to achieve by 2030 for
companies. The world of design is called to
an epochal challenge, even more after the
Covid-19 emergency: creativity at the service of the individual and the community, in
fast times and with the ongoing global competition. The course will extend the concepts of eco-compatibility from the architectural
container to its interior, defining sustainability as the key of the design choices, both as
an evolution of the parameters of value and
the search for new materials and production
processes. The course will focus on the processes that are necessary to grant a sustainable design, providing students with tools
for the evaluation of what is proposed by the
market, and to favor different business models that focus on profit for the territory and
the environment before any other interest.
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8 hours

4 hours

4 hours

Protocols and methodologies for
sustainable design

Comprehension and protection of
biodiversity

Thinking with trees

Climate Positive
Landscape
Lucio Brotto
ETIFOR
Member of the forestry,
specialized in Sustainable
and Responsible Investments, Lucio Brotto has an active role in the development
of numerous project which
aim to enhance the natural
areas starting from products and service that they
are able to generate: CO2,
water, wood, leisure services, medicinal herbs, etc.
He gained experience in
Italy, Costa Rica, Honduras,
Haiti, Columbia, Peru, Brazil, Argentina, DR Congo,
Uganda, Angola, Kenya,
Morocco, Tunisia, Cambodia
and Vietnam. He daily works
with companies and the
owners of natural areas to
reduce their environmental
impact e to respect the best
market’s standards such as
FSC.

To build is not a sustainable action, if the
modern technologies allow to realize more
performing properties, most of the CO2
emitted in the life of the building insists on
the construction phases. In global context,
where there is a growing construction demand, and a commitment shared by the
main government agenda oriented to reduce
emissions and protect natural resources, the
designer ability to take into consideration
environmental criteria and real tools making
an impact assessment of his own choices,
becomes essential. The course will provide
to participants several specialized contents, such as MARC method – to buildings
realization that catch more CO2 than they
emit, e FSC protocols. Moreover, during the
course students will review the most recent
practise on the experiential side (green care,
forest bathing, food forest, etc.), and some
design examples of Italian and foreign implementations, including also in development countries.

Coexistence of
species
Marco Galaverni
WWF
PhD in Biodiversity and
Evolution at Bologna University, for over twelve years
he has been studying the
wolf in Italy and in the world
and has on his credit dozens of scientific articles
for international magazines.
He had already started his
collaboration with ISPRA
(Higher Institute for Environmental Protection and
Research), where he is the
current Program and Italy
WWF Oasis Director. He has
always been passionate of
dissemination and a regular
guest for different television
show, such as Geo.

Even before being an aesthetically connoted
perceptive unit, the landscape is a habitat of
coexistence of a great diversity of species.
To preserve ecosystem not only means to
protect the visual qualities and the aspect of
the place, but also protect the species that
live there and that contribute themselves,
with their different interaction, to the physical and environmental quality of the place.
The course aim to transmit the importance
of the ecosystem protection and its benefits
on human species. Thanks to various insights related to the workshop site, the course
will also review tools, methodologies and
actions carried out by WWF in the last decades with aim of safeguard and re-establish
important ecosystem on the national territory.

Protecting landscape

Giustino Mezzalira
VENETO
AGRICOLTURA
Graduated in Forest
Sciences at Padova University in 1982. With 40 years
of professional career, public official and freelance. In
the forest sector, his activity
mainly deals with the topics of faunistic research, of
the plant nurseries, forest
activities in agriculture
companies, the rebirth of
lowland forest, the use of
woody biomass for energy
purposes, the management
of state-owned forests and
the enhancement of wood
of local origin. He created
and directed for many years
some of the main Italian
events on the forest industry
(Folener, Bosco e Territorio).
He is one of the founders of
the Italian association Energia del Legno (AIEL), of the
Associazione Italiana per
l’Agroforestazione (AIAF)
and of Centro Italiano per
la Riqualificazione Fluviale
(CIRF). Currently, he is the
director of Direction, Innovation and Experimentation
of Veneto Agriculture. He is
also member of Accademia
Olimpica and Vice-President
of “La Vigna” Center of Culture and Rural Civility, International Library of Vicenza.

The module will focus on projects of safe-guard, restoration and/or preservation of
the landscape, going through the principles
of ecologic nature and real actions able to
have an impact on the nature and on the
environment. During the course different
environmental factors will be analyzed: air,
water, grounds, energy and biodiversity, listing for each of them, problems, risks and
intervention possibilities. The module will
linked to a series of projects that have been
developed and that differently gave a contribution to the safe guard of the territory and
of the national landscape, offering to the
designers different elements of inspiration
also for the identification of compensatory
strategies and/ or project actions able to
make the architectures well integrated on
the landscape side.
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10 hours

Technologies and
materials for landscape
Products, solutions and materials for the enhancement
of the landscape
PARTNER
COMPANIES

The course focuses on what are the necessary aspects to integrate contemporary
intervention on landscape, through a conscious use of materials. Thanks to the support of the leading companies in the sector,
this course will offer an aesthetic, technical
and performance description of some materials, together with an in-depth study of
methodologies for choosing them according
to performance, budget, and characteristics
of the specific architectural context. A series of visits to the companies will provide
contact with the different applications of
materials and understanding the nature of
the various building products also in relation
to their production phases. The module will
be completed with the settling the bases for
the workshop project.
includes visit to partner companies
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Lars Johan Almgren

Eduardo Souto De
Moura

Kazuyo Sejima

Shaped by the surroundings: The Whale

Architecture and landscape: the Foz Tua
dam

Water and architecture: Grace Farm

Lars Johan Almgren completed his architectural degree at the Royal Academy
of Fine Arts in Copenhagen
in 2013. After studying
architectural interventions
in sensitive historic sites in
Rome, he went on to create
award winning competition
designs for Erik Giudice Architecture in Paris and Kjellander Sjöberg Architecture
in Stockholm. In 2016 he
joined Danish architecture
Studio Dorte Mandrup. With
his abstract and artistic
mindset, he plays a key role
in the competition phase of
a project – bringing form
and concept to life. Lars has
an unmistakable flair for aesthetics, experimental curiosity, and a deep contextual
understanding, exemplified
in a wide range of high-profile projects, spanning across
scale and borders. Lars as
poured his distinctive talent
into the development of
projects like The Whale, the
Exile Museum in Berlin, and
the conceptualization of the
exhibition Conditions at the
Architecture Biennale 2018.

Eduardo Souto de Moura
was born on the 25th of
July, 1952, in Oporto, Portugal. He studied architecture
at the School of Fine Arts in
Oporto, receiving his degree
in 1980. In 1974 he collaborated in the architectural
practice of Noé Dinis. From
1975 to 1979 he collaborated in the architectural
practice of Álvaro Siza.
From 1981 to 1991, he was
assistant professor in his
alma mater, and later began
to serve as professor in the
Faculty of Architecture in
the University of Oporto.
Own office since 1980. He
has been visiting professor
at the architectural schools
of Paris-Belleville, Harvard,
Dublin, ETH Zurich, Lausanne and Mantova. He has
participated in numerous
seminars and given many
lectures both in Portugal
and abroad. His work has
appeared in various publications and exhibitions. In
2011 he received the Pritzker Prize and in 2013 the
Wolf Prize.

Kazuyo Sejima (b. 1956,
Ibaraki, Japan) studied
architecture at the Japan
Women’s University. In 1987
she opened her own studio
Kazuyo Sejima & Associates, and then in 1995, together with Ryue Nishizawa,
she founded SANAA. SANAA’s main works include the
21st Century Museum of
Contemporary Art in Kanazawa, the Rolex Learning
Center (Ecole Polytechnique
Federale de Lausanne), and
the Louvre-Lens. In 2010
Kazuyo Sejima was appointed director of the Venice
Biennale. In the same year,
Kazuyo Sejima and Ryue
Nishizawa of SANAA were
the recipients of the Pritzker
Architecture Prize. She is
currently a professor at the
Polytechnic University of
Milan, Yokohama Graduate
School of Architecture (Y-GSA), and teaching at Japan
Women’s University and
Osaka University of Arts as
a visiting professor.

Dorte Mandrup

SANAA
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Seul Lee

Simon Frommenwiler

Matthew Johnson

Underwater landscape: Under

Sanctuaries within landscape: Ruta del
Peregrino

NYC in green: the high line

Born in South Korea, Seul
Lee studied Landscape Architecture at Seoul National
University and Urbanism at
TU Delft, the Netherlands.
After practicing her skills at
MVRDV in the Netherlands
and Atelier Dreiseitl in Germany, Seul joined Snøhetta
in 2019. She has played
key roles in high profile
landscape architecture and
urbanism projects with her
knowledge in stormwater
management.

Simon was born in 1972
in London. In 1994–2000
he studies at ETH Zurich
and until 2003 he cooperates with Bearth & Deplazes
and Skidmore Owings &
Merrill. Member of the BSA
since 2010, he has been
Guest Professor at the Joint
Master of Architecture in
Fribourg, Associate Professor at ENSA Strasbourg and
Lecturer of Architecture at
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 2014. He is
currently a leading architect at HHF Architects and
co-founder since 2003.

Matthew Johnson is an
architect/designer in New
York City and former Principal at Diller Scofidio +
Renfro. He has been Project
Architect of the High Line
since its conception in 2004
and has continued to develop new designs through
2022 as the park expands.
He contributed to the early technical design of the
Eyebeam Museum Art and
Technology; the interactive
media design of the Blur
pavilion, and the Media Cut
project for the Swiss Expo.
He has recently led the
development and served
as Assistant Director of the
Mile-Long Opera. Matthew
has led DS+R’s interdisciplinary projects spanning
installation art, multi-media
performance, digital media,
and print. Matthew’s most
recent site-specific installation designs include: Heavenly Bodies, Fashion and
the Catholic Imagination at
the Metropolitan Museum
of Art (2018); and Post-Occupancy, Venice Architecture Biennale (2018).

Snøhetta

HHF Architects

Diller Scofidio + Renfro
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Neil Hubbard

Mikkel Bøgh

A new green island in NY: little island

Architecture makes its way: camp
adventure forest tower

Since joining the studio
in 2005, Partner and Group
Leader Neil has proven instrumental in delivering innovative designs on numerous
high-profile projects. Neil has
a background in design but
combines this with significant
experience in the built environment. The design of the
studio focuses on creative
design solutions and a crafted
collection of interior details.
Neil has been a key designer
in projects such as the Bund
Finance Centre, the design of
and Little Island, a new public
park and performance space in
the Hudson River in New York
City which opened in 2021.
Neil is currently overseeing
projects within the UK, China
and Japan, including Toranomon-Azabudai — a six-hectare
mixed-use development in
the centre of Tokyo, currently
in construction and due to
complete in 2023. He is also
leading the design of the new
West Bund Exhibition Centre,
Convention Centre and Hotel in
Beijing with some hotel development in Shanghai. Working
with Thomas Heatherwick,
Group Leaders are responsible for leading all aspects of
a portfolio of projects from
concept development through
to delivery. They are also part
of the studio’s senior management group, guiding business
strategy, planning and process.

Mikkel Bøgh is the COO of
EFFEKT Architects which he
joined in 2010 and, since then,
he has led several award-winning and programmatically
innovative building projects
that combine a sophisticated
design with precise cost and
resource conscious execution.
Despite his managing position
Mr. Bøgh still serve as core
member in the EFFEKT strategy and concept development
teams in building competitions
as well as in planning and urban projects. In this extent, Mr.
Bøgh has been involved in a
great variety of projects both in
terms of typology, scale, location and architectural program
in Denmark and internationally.
He has a holistic approach to
architecture where building
and context is always considered as coherent factors in the
development of a successful
result. Most recently, Mr. Bøgh
served as Project Leader on
the development of a multifunctional activity park in an unused industrial harbour area and
a cancer counseling center based on the principles of healing
architecture. Mr. Bøgh’s broad
experience is obtained from
working in such diverse fields
as architecture, graphic design,
advertising and publishing in
Copenhagen, New York, Brussels and Montréal.

Heatherwick Studio

EFFEKT
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32 hours

Design of observary centers
among the canyons and the
caves of WWF protected area
of Grotte del Bussento
Francesca Singer
SANAA
Francesca Singer graduated at Politecnico di Milano
in 2005, and studied at the
Yale School of Architecture
(March II 2010). She worked in New York for Selldorf
Architects and for RAMSA.
Since 2011 she has been
working for SANAA / Kazuyo Sejima + Ryue Nishizawa, Tokyo. For SANAA,
she has followed several
international projects throughout all phases, from
Competition to the end of
Construction, including the
project for Bocconi University Urban Campus in Milan.
Since 2016, she is Teaching
Assistant of Sejima’s Architecture Studio at Politecnico
di Milano and has become
a partner of the studio in
2021.

The workshop will represent an opportunity for practical synthesis through which the
students will apply all the notions that will be
made available through the other teaching
modules, with the aim of ensuring strategic
responses to a real architectural project. The
course, conducted under the tutorship of
SANAA and carried out in collaboration with
WWF, will concern the design of an architectural system aimed at enhancing the visitors’ experience at Bussento caves - on of the
most fascinating and rich natural compendiums in biodiversity on a national scale. Caves
and canyons whose walls cling to suggestive
observation points, waterfalls and streams
where to insert platforms and viewpoints,
and again the vestiges of an ancient mill where a visitor center or a small dining place can
be placed; the protected area boasts a variety
of foreshortenings and enchanting views that
easily serve the purpose of carrying out experiments in which the landscape and the architectural element are the protagonists. Through the workshop, students will be able to test
the insertion of architectures that dialogue
with the landscape, with the aim to optimize
its programs without overruling it, and indeed
helping to sculpt it and emphasize its suggestive elements. The work is then not a simple
design exercise, but a real environmental
commitment: making the last great sanctuaries of mother nature accessible - through
architecture - means spreading awareness
around the enviromental issue and with it the
commitment of a wider public and consequent protection activities.
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Grotte del Bussento
The WWF Oasis of Morigerati is a triumph of beauty, one of the
most coveted treasures of the Cilento, Alburni and Vallo di Diano
National Park. The oasis is located in the hinterland of the Gulf of
Policastro, a karst area dominated by gorges, sinkholes, underground conduits and caves. Here the rain has penetrated the limestone rocks for millennia, shaping a landscape that today is a real
spectacle of nature. The “Grotte del Bussento” Oasis, established
in 1985, is the most important conservation project of WWF Italy
and is included in the list of world Geoparks. Equal to 607 hectares, the Oasis is located within a Site of Community Importance,
and is enhanced by the Cilento Park as part of the itinerary n ° 15.
Precious heritage of biodiversity and bulwark in defense of the territory, the protected area of Morigerati

attracts thousands of tourists
every year. Descending into the valley of the Bussento river is an
experience of great impact. The first major protagonist of the visit
is a marvelous stone mill from the end of the 18th century. The milling is a horizontal wheel, a system introduced by the Greek Basilian
monks who emigrated from the Balkans to Cilento around the eighth century. A.D., fleeing the iconoclastic struggles. The other unmissable stop on the trail is the musk station, the most important
in southern Italy, which can be reached by skirting springs, waterfalls, rapids and pools. Willows and alders covered with thick moss
offer a dreamlike landscape that can be admired in dutiful silence,
among the scents of ferns and bark, in a much cooler microclimate
than that of the previous areas. Near the musk station there is the
entrance to the spectacular Bussento Grotta, so-called because
the Bussento river rises here, after more than 4 km in the bowels of
the earth. The cave is accessed through a portal 320 meters high
and 10 wide, which gives the site an undoubtedly monumental character. Here the Bussento rises violently from a siphon (a submerged gallery) and acquires whirling speed between the close walls of
the cave. The Morigerati cave is a real temple where the power and
beauty of nature are venerated.
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Construction and press launch
For students attending the course in the “advanced” mode, the end
of the workshop will be followed by a series of operational reviews
with representatives from different YACademy’s partner companies
and specific producers oriented towards the construction of what
has been designed during the workshop. This phase will pass through an executive detail process of the workshop project, carried out
by the students under the supervision of the companies in the sector. Students will thus have the opportunity to face the most advanced stages of design, measuring themselves with budgets, operational problems, and technologies to implement their own concepts.
Once the engineering is completed, the construction site will be set
up. The experience will be completed by the creation of case histories and video-documentaries on the project presented in a special
press conference, organized by YACademy at the end of the works.
Depending on the project developed by the students within the course, the construction and press coverage phases can obviously go
beyond the time limit set for the engineering (see calendar section).

The construction of the Bredy’s Bivouac
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Placement | OVERVIEW

Internships and collaborations: the career
orientation service
For each student, the classes and the the worhshop will be followed
by a period of collaboration or internship with different partners of
YACademy. This stage aims at improving the students’ skills and
will offer them the rare opportunity to work and interact with some
of the most important firms in the world. By enriching their experience through internships and collaborations, students will have
the opportunity to build a solid network of relationships which will
be useful to accelerate and imrpove their professional development. Here follows a list of some of the professional firms, partners
of YACademy, that are more relevant in relation to this course’s topic.
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Carmelo, Alice and Santiago
“YACademy offers a great chance to learn with and from other people
and also a great opportunity to improve one’s career.”
Carmelo
“I recommend YACademy to everyone who wants to learn more about
the exhibit design, because Italy has a great history to offer in this
field”
Angie
“I think YACademy is a great opportunity for anyone interested in architecture”
Santiago
more info on: www.yacademy.it/alumni
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Federico, Angie and Fabiola
“YACademy is a great oppotunity to enrich your personal and professional background”
Federico
“In YACademy you meet amazing people, amazing teachers. They are
willing to help you solve all your doubts. For me, YACademy was a key
element of my academic training.”
Angie
“YACademy offers the chance to talk face to face with personalities
who are actually making the history of art and architecture”
Fabiola
more info on: www.yacademy.it/alumni
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Milan

New York

Copenhagen

The philosophy adopted by Michele De Lucchi’s studio,
aMDL, seeks to maintain a steady interaction between architectural thinking, industrial design and global
communication. This transverse approach is backed by
Michele De Lucchi’s personal research and international
experience acquired through more than forty years’ work.

Founded in 1981, Diller Scofidio + Renfro (DS+R) is
a design studio whose practice spans the fields of architecture, urban design, installation art, multi-media
performance, digital media, and print. With a focus on
cultural and civic projects, DS+R’s work addresses the
changing role of institutions and the future of cities. The
studio is based in New York and is comprised of over
100 architects, designers, artists and researchers, led by
four partners—Elizabeth Diller, Ricardo Scofidio, Charles
Renfro and Benjamin Gilmartin.

EFFEKT is an architectural collaborative based in
Copenhagen, Denmark, operating in the fields of architecture, urbanism and research. The company was
established in 2007 and currently employ 40 full time
staff under the creative direction of the two founders Tue
Foged and Sinus Lynge.

amdl.it

dsrny.com

snohetta.com

Bologna

Tokyo

Milan

Mario Cucinella Architects is an architectural firm with
offices in Bologna and New York and an international
team of ninety professionals including architects, engineers, graphic designers, model makers, and researchers.
The firm was established in Paris in 1992 and opened its
offices in Bologna in 1999. MC A has extensive experience in architectural design that combines environmental
and energy efficiency strategies and relies on an R&D
department that carries out research on sustainability
with an holistic approach. MC A is synonymous with top
quality and professionalism in every step of the process,
adopting a coordinated and multidisciplinary approach.

SANAA (Sejima and Nishizawa and Associates) is an
architectural firm based in Tokyo, Japan. It was founded
in 1995 by architects Kazuyo Sejima (1956–) and Ryue
Nishizawa (1966–), who were awarded the Pritzker Prize
in 2010. Notable works include the Toledo Museum of
Art’s Glass Pavilion in Toledo, Ohio; the New Museum
of Contemporary Art in New York; the Rolex Learning
Center at the EPFL in Lausanne; the Serpentine Pavilion
in London; the Christian Dior Building in Omotesandō,
Tokyo; the 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art in
Kanazawa;the Louvre-Lens Museum in France; and the
Bocconi New Campus in Milan.

STUDIO ANTONIO PERAZZI’s equipe is made up of
professionals in the fields of landscape architecture, ecology, botanics and art which work to guarantee a tailored
approch to each project, regardless of its scale. STUDIO
ANTONIO PERAZZI founds its works on a wide knowledge of botanics and its application as an ecological
experiment. Botanics and design are combined in order
to offere high aesthetical standards in both public and
private projects, which are modern and bound to last.

mcarchitects.it

sanaa.co.jp

snohetta.com

HHF Architects was founded in 2003 by Tilo Herlach,
Simon Hartmann and Simon Frommenwiler. Since then,
HHF Architects have realized numerous projects in Switzerland, Germany, China, France, Mexico and the USA.
The scope of work ranges from urbanism and large-scale construction to public pavilions and interior design.
From the beginning HHF was looking for collaborations
with other architects and artists in order to widen their
view on projects and enrich the quality of specific proposals.

hhf.ch

STUDIO ANTONIO PERAZZI’s equipe is made up of
professionals in the fields of landscape architecture, ecology, botanics and art which work to guarantee a tailored
approch to each project, regardless of its scale. STUDIO
ANTONIO PERAZZI founds its works on a wide knowledge of botanics and its application as an ecological
experiment. Botanics and design are combined in order
to offere high aesthetical standards in both public and
private projects, which are modern and bound to last.

antonioperazzi.com
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Rules
I. General indications
(both for physical and online
attendance)
1.

2.

7.

the admission to the courses is limited (max. 35 students per
course: 25 in presence - distributed among “standard” and “advanced” modes - and 10 online) and the admission is based on
a selection whose criteria are reported in section IV;
the courses will be held at YACademy’s headquarters in via Borgonuovo, 5, Bologna, Italy;

4.

YACademy reserves the right to modify the calendar and the
program for a better operation of the courses. Possible modifications will be previously communicated to the students;

5.

each course is made up of:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

different teaching modules;
a series of Special Lectures
visits and surveys;
one-day workshops or exercises;
a 32-hour workshop module
a 32-hour phase of engineering, construction, and press coverage of the project that will have been developed during the
workshop;
Access to the abovementioned parts of the course depends
on the mode of attendance to the course (see par. II “Attendance modes”)..

at the end of the course, YACademy’s Placement office will
guarantee to each student an internship or collaboration proposal whose duration and conditions will depend on the host-

in order for the student to activate a training period, as described at p. 6, they must:
• have completed the workshop activity (certified by the workshop tutor)
• have attended at least 75% of the teaching modules

The courses will be taught in Italian (in case there are foreign
students, a simultaneous translation service from Italian into
English will be activated);

3.

6.

ing firm;

These conditions only apply to students who will attend the
course physically (either with the “standard” or “advanced”
mode). For the online students, the relevant conditions are
reported at par. VI
8.

the matching of the students to the professional bodies for
the training period is under the total and complete discretion
of YACademy’s scientific committee, which will keep the host
firms’ availabilities into account;

9.

the students can refuse the training period/collaboration opportunity they receive from YACademy’s Placement office;

13. to obtain more information on the courses, it is possible to contact the course tutor at studenti@yacademy.it;
14. it is necessary that the applicants who come from extra-EU
countries and want to attend the course physically verify the
terms and conditions for visa release prior to the publication
of the provisional ranking, so as to be able to start the courses
according to the set schedule. YACademy’s staff is available to
release any document - within the area of its competence - that
may be necessary for visa applications and release.

10. the training period/collaboration will start within 3 months from
the course’s end, which corresponds to the conclusion of the
exam session for online students as specified on p. 8.b, par. VI;
11. at the end of the courses, participants will be given a certificate
of attendance;
12. to receive the certificate of attendance, it is fundamental to:
• have completed the workshop activity (certified by the workshop tutor)
• have attended at least 75% of the teaching modules
These conditions only apply to students who will attend the
course physically (either with the “standard” or “advanced”
mode). For the online students, the relevant conditions are
reported at par. VI.
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II. Attendance modes
1.

Since 2022, each student can decide their preferred mode of
attendance of the courses among 3 different possibilities:
a. Online: enrollment fee is 1800 € + VAT
b. Standard (in presence): enrollment fee is 2700 € + VAT
c. Advanced (in presence): enrollment fee is 3900 € + VAT

2.

1.

Being fluent in Italian or English (pre-intermediate fluency, at
least level B1);

2.

being students or graduates from one of the following courses:
•
•
•
•
•

Each of these modes of attendance has specific characteristics and grants access to different parts of the courses, according to the following table:

Online
Lessons and
lectures

✅

Site visits
and course
workshops

Workshop

✅

Standard Advanced

Placement

✅*

The selection board can admit applicants who hold a different certificate after examining their CV, portfolio, motivational
letter and, possibly, interviewing them;

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

IV. Admission

✅

1.

The applications will be assessed by a selection board which
will assign a score from 60 to 100 to each applicant;

✅

2.

the selection board’s members are appointed by the executive
board of YAC srl;

3.

the selection board’s verdict is unquestionable;

4.

for all courses, except Marketing and Communication for Architecture, each applicant’s final score will be composed by:

✅

*the collaboration offer will be guaranteed to students who pass the final exam

The “advanced” mode is not available for the course in Marketing and Communication for Architecture.

• CV (max 60 points)
• motivational letter (max 40 points)
5.

Landscape Architecture
Architecture and architectural engineering
Preservation of environmental and architectural heritage
Preservation and renovation of cultural heritage
Design

✅

Construction

3.

III. Prerequisites

For the course in Marketing and Communication for Architecture, the applicants’ final score will be composed by:

3.

completing the application procedure as reported in par. V;

4.

paying the administration and enrollment fees.

• CV (max 30 points)
• motivational letter (max 20 points)
• portfolio (max 50 points)

besides any other information that the applicant deems interesting, in order to be complete, the CV must also contain:
• the year of graduation and degree mark, for those who have
already graduated; non-graduated applicants should specify the presumed date of graduation and presumed degree
mark.
• indication of the level of English proficiency according to the
CEFR standards.

6.

on the basis of the scores, a provisional ranking will be formed
and published in each applicant’s online private area. The best
35 applicants for each course will be admitted according to the
scores described at point 4 in this paragraph;

7.

a scholarship (full coverage of the enrollment fee) will be granted to the applicants ranking 1st to 5th in case they want to
attend the course in the “online” or “standard” mode; in the case
in which the scholarship winners want to enroll in the course
with the “advanced” mode (engineering, construction and press
coverage of the project, the scholarship will only cover only
3294€ out of the 4758 €enrrollment fee (therefore, the scholarship winners who want to take part in the “advanced” mode will
pay a fee of 1464 € to partially cover the course’s enrollment
fee). The first 5 ranking applicants – regardless of their chosen
type of attendance, online or in presence– are assigned the
scholarships univocally: in case one of them refuses the scholarship, this cannot be assigned to any other applicant;

8.

the applicants ranking 6th to 35th (included) will be admitted
to the course after the enrollment fee payment (4758 € for the
“advanced” mode, 3294 € for the “standard” mode and 2198 €
for the online mode);
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9.

the applicants ranking from 36th on will not be admitted to the
course, but maybe admitted following the retirement of some
of the admitted applicants. In this case, the course tutor will get
in contact with the applicants within 10 days from the publication of the provisional ranking;

10. according to enrollments and retirements, after 14 days from
the publication of the provisional ranking, the official ranking
will be published in the online private area of each applicant;
11. all the admitted applicants, who have either received a scholarship or not, will be contacted by the course tutor in the days
following the publication of the provisional ranking to confirm
their enrollment and the type of attendance of the course
(physical or online);
12. in case two or more applicants obtain the same score, priority will be given to the applicant who has received the highest
score for their portfolio, and in case of an additional ex aequo,
the priority will be given to the applicant who has made the administration fee payment earlier as specified at p. 5 of par. V;

V. Enrollment
1.

Access www.yacademy.it;

2.

fill in all the required fields in the personal details form;

3.

at the end of the registration procedure, the applicant will receive an email (check the spam folder in case this email is not
in the inbox) with username, password, and a confirmation link:
click on the link to confirm the registration;

4.

log in to the online private area with the activated username
and password and choose the course to which you want to
apply;

5.

for the application, the following documents are required:
•
•
•
•
•

13. the selection board may require a motivational interview for
some applicants;
14. the date of the motivational interview will be agreed upon with
the applicant and the interview will be carried out via video call;

a copy of a valid identity document
motivational letter (max 200 words)
CV (also in Europass format)
portfolio (free format)
administration fee payment of 73,20€ which can be sent
through PayPal or bank wire (following the instructions on
the private account area);
The uploaded files shall be in .jpg or .pdf format and of a
maximum size of 10MB;

15. if an applicant does not show up for the interview, they will be
automatically excluded from the selection.
6.

the application will be evaluated by YACademy staff, once the
administration fee payment has been made and all the required
documents have been uploaded;

7.

at the end of the revision of the applications, on the day of
publication of the provisional ranking, the applicants will be
informed of their status in their online private area:

• NOT ADMITTED
The applicants shall be aware of the status of their application in order to act accordingly in case of admitted applicants’ retirement;
8.

in case of admission without a scholarship, the applicant must
pay the enrollment fee of
• 4758 € (3900 € + VAT) for those who will attend in the “advanced” mode
• 3294 € (2700 € + VAT) for those who will attend in the “standard” mode
• 2196 € (1800 € + VAT) for those who will attend in the “online” mode
with a single payment and upload the bank wire receipt on
their online private area within five days from the publication
of the provisional ranking;

9.

not paying the enrollment fee will exclude the applicant from
the course;

10. the enrollment fee (4758 € for the “advanced” mode, 3294 € for
the “standard” mode, and 2198 € for the online mode) must be
paid by bank wire to the following IBAN (Solution Bank S.p.A.)
IT45X0327302400000600103285 indicating the following reason for payment: “name and surname of the student; course title; enrollment” (e.g. for student John Smith’s enrollment in the
Architecture for Exhibition course: “John Smith; Architecture
for Exhibition; enrollment”). As for the upload of the receipt of
payment, please, follow the instructions on your online private
area.

• ADMITTED WITH A SCHOLARSHIP
• ADMITTED (an additional field will be activated in order to
upload the bank wire receipt for the enrollment fee)
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VI. Online attendance
From 2020 YACademy offers the opportunity to participate in its
courses with the “online”mode. The online participation in YACademy’s courses can take place in two different modes:
1.

2.

live streaming; the lessons will be accessible through an online platform, therefore it is necessary that the students have a
computer with internet access; the students who take part in
the live streaming of the lessons will be given the opportunity
to ask questions and interact with the teachers according to
the lesson delivery mode and with moderation carried out by
YACademy staff;

there are no different registration/evaluation procedures or
different rankings: all applicants who wish to participate in the
course physically or online are considered equally in the selection and, once they are admitted to the course – either with a
scholarship or without - they will decide how to join the course
(i.e. physically or virtually) on the basis of the maximum number of places available and according to the preferences expressed by the admitted students according to their position in
the ranking);

the interpretation service from Italian into English will be guaranteed to the students who participate in the course online;
The students who will take part in the course in the “online”
mode:

5.

will be able to attend all lessons, except for the parts of the
lessons which involve a visit or a workshop (as described in the
chapter “Program” of the course brochure);

6.

will be able to participate in the workshop activities without any
limitations (by carrying out their project revision via video call
with the workshop tutor)

7.

will have access to the post-course Placement service and will
be granted a collaboration/internship proposal with the partners of the course, provided that:

deferred streaming: the lessons will be recorded and made
available to students within 3 working days from their delivery so as to allow attendance to students who live in different
time zones that are not compatible with the Italian classroom
timetable. The lessons will be uploaded on a specific web portal with access reserved to YACademy students. Therefore, it
is necessary that the students have a computer with internet
access. The students who attend deferred-streamed lessons
can send their questions to YACademy staff who will proceed
to forward them to the teachers.
For the students who will participate in the course with the “online” mode, either in live-streaming or deferred-streaming mode,
it is confirmed that:

3.

4.

least a 7-day notice;
13. if a student is unable to take part in this assessment interview,
a second date will be set within 21 days after the first scheduled date;
14. if a student is not available on any of the two dates, they will
not have the right to receive the attendance certificate nor access the post-course Placement service provided by YACademy.

• • they have completed the workshop activity (certificated by
the workshop tutor)
• • they have passed a final assessment interview (certified by
a commission made up of at least 3 professors appointed by
the whole teaching staff and whose final judgment is unquestionable);
With regard to the interview mentioned at point 7.b, it is specified that:
8.

the interview will take place via video call;

9.

the interview will take place in Italian or English, according to
the student’s choice;

10. the evaluation commission will be composed of members of
the teaching staff;
11. the assessment interview will focus on the contents of the
teaching modules;
12. the assessment interview will take place within 4 weeks after
the end of the classes (which corresponds to the conclusion
of the workshop) on a date that will be communicated with at
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VII. Notes
1.

This whole document constitutes an integral part of the Terms
and Conditions of the service;

2.

the applicants agree to the Terms and Conditions when they
register;

3.

administration fees and enrollment fees are not refundable;

4.

if an applicant retires from the course after paying the enrollment fee, the enrollment fee will not be refunded;

5.

the administration fees and enrollment fees can be paid by a
third party, provided that the reason for payment correctly refers to the applicant as indicated at point 10 of section IV.

6.

YACademy declines all liability for missing communications
depending on incorrect information given by the applicant or
missing/late communication of address change (compared to
the one indicated during the online registration), and for mistakes attributable to third parties, chance or force majeure;

7.

in case an applicant declares false or untrue statements regarding details necessary to the course enrollment, in addition
to the sanctions envisaged by Article 76 of the Italian Presidential Decree 445/2000, the applicant’s paid fees will not be
refunded. False or untrue statements declared by the applicant
may bring to an action for damages carried out by those affected;

8.

applicants will be held accountable for the personal data they
provide and the promoter does not assume any responsibility
for wrong data provided. The promoter, according to privacy
policies, has the right to verify the applicants’ data by requesting a copy of an identity document regarding the data of the
registration;

9.

the access to the courses and to the training periods can be
suspended for disciplinary reasons or force majeure;

10. maintaining the firms listed in the course brochure, a complete
list of hosting firms for the training periods will be given to the
students at the beginning of the course;
11. The result of the educational program (hereafter named “project”), including any (available) intellectual and/or industrial
property rights on the project, is owned definitively by YAC srl,
which therefore acquires the exclusive right to economic exploitation, as well as reproduction, in any way or form, including
the rights to use, execute, adapt, modify, publish on any media
channel, exhibit, reproduce and distribute the project - also for
marketing and advertising purposes -, carry out editorial reviews, create derivative works based on it, and license the project - or some of its parts - to third parties, in any form, mode or
technology including the “right of panorama” without any limitation of time or place.
12. In light of the drastic events which have affected the Ukrainian
population, for the 2022 edition, the applicants who have
Ukrainian citizenship, and will be admitted to YACademy courses according to these rules (without any exception, and with
particular reference to par. IV and V) will be allowed to attend
the courses for free, whichever the mode of attendance that
they prefer is.
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